CASE STUDY
French Cabling and Communication Manufacturer Enhances its Warehouse
Productivity with CipherLab 9700

The cabling manufacturer was established in 1987 in
French, providing ICT and electro-technical solutions
under the sectors of Building and Industrial Solutions
of it conglomerate. The company offers cabling,
connectivity and communication equipment for
industrial, building and civil engineering. It is dedicated
to continually update and optimize its products and
services to meet the needs of a diverse range of clients
and installations. It has four logistics centers with over 30,000 sqm storage area in France.
Having recently updated the WLAN environment in its warehouse, the company also wanted
to update its WMS device to a reliable rugged mobile computer, packed with mid-range data
capture capability. After evaluating the rugged handheld mobile computers on the market,
CipherLab 9700 was introduced by its system integrator.
The company picked CipherLab 9700 as it is equipped with near/far 2D imager, which provides
data collection in hard-to-reach places. Moreover, the readers have a special modular design
that allows for fast replacements. The workers in its four warehouses use the 9700 to track its
raw materials such as metal, ABS polymer and finished goods through the warehouses. It also
helps with the controls of material receptions, expeditions, picking operations, transfers of
stocks from place to place as well as final dispatch. Data collected from the scanned barcodes
is transferred via the warehouse’s WLAN network to the back office, ensuring full traceability of
accurate products.
The 9700 is robust and reliable for its WiFi efficiency for real time data transferring. Most
importantly, the 9700 comes with accessories including a 4-slot charging cradle, pistol grip,
vehicle cradle, rubber protection and so on. These accessories enable the workers to work
with ease, whenever they are on the premises.
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